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The freshwater polyp Hydra is a relatively simple animal with a sophisticated oral pole, which exhibits coordinated behaviors due to a complex nervous system. Beside neurogenesis, Hydra provides a useful model for deciphering the molecular mechanisms underlying cell and developmental plasticity during asexual reproduction (budding) and regeneration, specially as most signaling pathways used for developmental tasks in bilaterians are highly conserved from cnidarians to vertebrates. Hydra polyps cut at any level along the body column will heal and invariably regenerate from the lower half a full head with mouth and tentacles (head-regeneration), and from the upper half a basal disk (foot-regeneration). These two types of regeneration are dramatically different at both cellular and molecular levels. Following mid-gastric section, the head-regenerating half, but not the foot-regenerating one, immediately initiates a complex cellular remodeling involving apoptosis, cell proliferation and metaplasia of distinct cell subpopulations leading to the complete regeneration of the missing structure in less than three days (Chera et al., 
